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Welcome to the Primary Prom experience! This is a 

guide to help introduce the event and to give ideas for 

getting the most out of your trip. It is designed 

primarily for the non-music specialist teacher and for 

the children directly.   

  

The first section is our Primary Prom Programme 

which details everything you will hear on the day as 

well as telling you when you can get involved! There is 

always an element of audience participation during 

the concert and all the relevant information including 

music and ideas to aid you with your learning can be 

found in our Participation Piece section.  

  

The Creative Resources section looks a little closer at 

musical ideas that are particularly prominent in this 

concert and offers information that could form the 

basis of a class project. It introduces particular 

instruments and ensembles. It also investigates a 

specific piece of music that the children will hear in 

the concert and there are some related musical games 

and activities for all, and some useful links for finding 

out more information.  

 

The final section Primary Prom FAQs answers 

questions that young people frequently ask about the 

event. It contains information to prepare you for the 

concert, and gives suggestions for things to listen out 

for and to observe. Older children may like to read this 

section by themselves or it could be approached as a 

whole class activity. Otherwise, you should find it a 

useful resource yourself for answering the questions 

that children ask.   

 

 

Music for Youth (MFY) creates life changing 

experiences for young people and publicly celebrates 

their musical achievements through the MFY Season.   

 

With almost 50 years’ history, MFY presents some of 

the most prestigious events in the youth music 

calendar, featuring talented young musicians from all  

 

 

over the UK. Every year we deliver events that 

showcase the richness and diversity of young people’s 

music making, performed by over 40,000 young 

musicians, from our Regional Festival Series to the 

spectacular MFY Prom concerts at the Royal Albert 

Hall.   

  

Our Festival Series is free and open to young people 

from all backgrounds and experience. A whole class 

music project is as welcome as a county wide youth 

symphony orchestra, a student led rock band or a 

community based vocal group. We offer a 

performance platform and progression opportunities 

to any ensemble and have connections with a large, 

interconnected group of stakeholders across the UK.   

  

 

 

Regional Festivals   

The Regional Festivals are the gateway to the Music 

for Youth season and are the foundation of our work. 

Each Festival provides a unique opportunity for 

musicians aged 21 or under to perform to new 

audiences, listen to other groups from their area and 

get valuable feedback from music professionals. 

Taking place each year from February to April, 40,000 

young musicians take part in around 50 Festivals held 

in different venues throughout the UK.   

  

How do I get involved?  

Any type of group can take part and if you’re 

interested in applying for the 2020 Regional Festival 

series, whether you’re a beginner school choir or a 

steel pan group, you should visit our website 

www.mfy.org.uk where you can register your groups 

from early October. Maybe you could feature in next 

year’s Primary Prom Concert!  

 

National Festival   

The National Festival is the national showcase for the 

UK’s young musicians. Held in July each year, MFY 

takes over the city of Birmingham for a 5-day festival, 

celebrating the diversity and enthusiasm of youth 

music-making across the UK. At the heart of the 

http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
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Festival, around 8,000 young musicians perform in 

some of the country’s best concert halls, on outdoor 

free stages and everywhere in between. Performers 

descend on Birmingham city centre from as far afield 

as Scotland, Cornwall and Northern Ireland.   

 

MFY Proms   

Held over three nights at the Royal Albert Hall in 

November, 3,000 young musicians from across the UK 

perform an eclectic mix of musical styles to an 

audience of friends, families, supporters and VIPs 

including sponsors, music education specialists and 

government ministers. These concerts are the finale of 

the MFY Season and feature high quality, musically 

diverse performances that highlight the excellent 

music education work taking place across the country 

in a variety of different settings. Find out more about 

MFY and all of its programmes at www.mfy.org.uk.   

  

 

The Royal Albert Hall is one of the most famous 

venues in the world, regularly presenting some of the 

best known performers in a range of genres on its 

stage. From classical music concerts to rock and pop, 

from opera and ballet to circus, from community 

events to tennis, the Hall’s programme is incredibly 

diverse.  

  

The Royal Albert Hall was built to fulfil the vision of 

Prince Albert (Queen Victoria's consort) of a 'Central 

Hall' that would be used to promote understanding 

and appreciation of the Arts and Sciences and would 

stand at the heart of the South Kensington estate, 

surrounded by museums and places of learning.  

 Today more than 390 events are staged in the main 

auditorium each year, and even more events take 

place Beyond the Main Stage. The Hall has an 

unrivalled history of association with the world's 

greatest musical artists from Verdi, Wagner and Elgar 

conducting UK premieres of their own works to 

performances by Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix, Frank 

Sinatra and The Beatles: to enduring legends such as 

Tony Bennett, Eric Clapton and Mark Knopfler and a 

new generation of talent such as Adele, Ed Sheeran, 

and Coldplay.  

  

As a charity the Royal Albert Hall is dedicated to giving 

access to all by running a thriving Education & 

Outreach programme working with over 100,000 

children, teachers, young people, families and 

community groups each year. We deliver a wide range 

of exciting opportunities linked to the Hall’s calendar 

of events and the unique characteristics of the 

building; these include specially created tours, 

workshops, projects and schools’ matinees. 

 

The Royal Albert Hall is a proud partner of Music for 

Youth. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Music for Youth is a supporter of Arts Award. 

Attending the MFY Primary Prom concerts can 

contribute towards Arts Award Discover and 

Explore.   

 

Want to know more?  Go to page 22. 

www.artsawards.org.uk  

http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.artsawards.org.uk/
http://www.artsawards.org.uk/
http://www.artsawards.org.uk/
http://www.artsawards.org.uk/
http://www.artsawards.org.uk/
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Welcome to the Royal Albert Hall and this year’s Music for Youth Primary Prom in association with the Royal Albert Hall. 

Our Primary Prom concerts aim to inspire a new generation of young people to take up music and develop their musical 

potential. 

 

 

Ealing Percussion Academy Seniors  

Aged 16-19, Ealing Percussion Academy, London 

Director: Ben Gale 

La Muerte De Angel Astor Piazzolla 

The Typewriter Leroy Anderson 

El Cumbenchero Rafael Hernández 

 

RCM Junior Department Chamber Orchestra 

Aged 14-18, Royal College of Music, London 

Musical Director: Christopher Hirons 

Playful Pizzicato from Simple Symphony, Op. 4  

Benjamin Britten  

Fiddle Faddle Leroy Anderson 

 

Brent Music Service Intermediate Choir South 

Aged 9-13, London Borough of Brent 

Conductor: Caroline Morris 

Old Abraham Brown Benjamin Britten arr. Lazinska/Morris 

Straighten Up and Fly Right Nat King Cole and Irving Mills  

arr. Steve Milloy 

Shosholoza Traditional South African 

 

Camden Youth Jazz Band 

Aged 14-18, London Borough of Camden 

Musical Director: Kate Hannent  

Rockin’ Robin Leon Rene arr. Ryan Quigley 

Ran Kan Kan Tito Puente arr. Michael Philip Mossman 

 

Redbridge Music School Symphonic Band 

Aged 13-19, London Borough of Redbridge 

Conductor: Chris Wilcox 

Ride Samuel R Hazo 

Conga del Fuego Nuevo Arturo Márquez arr. Nickel 

 
Patrick Bailey is a conductor, composer 

and presenter. He has conducted 

concerts with the Philharmonia 

Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Britten Sinfonia, 

London Sinfonietta, New Music Players, ViVA, Cambridge 

University Music Society and many others. He has given 

concerts across the globe, appeared at festivals across the UK, 

broadcast concerts and opera for BBC Radio 3 and recorded 

for NMC and Tartan Film. 

 

Whilst he was Music Director of The Opera Group, he 

conducted numerous new productions and tours including 

Blond Eckbert and The Nose (Royal Opera House), The Shops 

(world premiere, Bregenz Festival, Austria) and Street Scene 

(Young Vic & winner of the Best Musical at the Evening 

Standard Awards).  

 

As a composer, workshop leader and presenter, Patrick has 

led projects and written and presented concerts for BBC 

orchestras, BBC Proms, London Philharmonic Orchestra, 

Philharmonia Orchestra, London Sinfonietta, Royal Opera 

House, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, 

Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra and Music for Youth. He 

held the roles of Learning Manager for the BBC Concert 

Orchestra and Education & Community Director of the London 

Philharmonic Orchestra. In 2015 he was appointed a 

Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra Associate leading their 

participation work in Cornwall where he now lives. He is also 

the founder and Artistic Director of Kevos, a group of 

Cornwall-based musicians dedicated to performing 

contemporary music. 
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Ealing Percussion Academy Seniors is the eldest group 

in the academy and were the first group put together 

when the academy was formed. The students come 

from a variety of schools across the Ealing borough and 

have lessons in both percussion and drum kit. The group 

is influenced by a huge range of styles of music which 

reflect the diversity of their performances. Ealing 

Percussion Seniors have had a jam-packed year 

performing not only in the Music for Youth festival but 

also travelling to France and Germany on tour.  

 

RCM Junior Department Chamber Orchestra. The Royal 

College of Music Junior Department offers specialist 

training designed to prepare students for musical life in 

the 21st century, enabling its students to adapt to the 

ever-changing musical landscape. Students attend the 

College every Saturday during term time, and entry is by 

competitive audition. The Chamber Orchestra comprises 

the section principles from the RCMJD Symphony 

Orchestra and meets for a one hour’s rehearsal each 

week, under the direction of musical director 

Christopher Hirons.  

 

Brent Music Service Intermediate Choir South is made 

up of children in years 5 to 8.  Children come from a 

variety of backgrounds as Brent is a hugely diverse 

borough. Children are selected according to their 

individual vocal qualities, singing experience and 

confidence, and entrance is by audition. We rehearse 

weekly for 2 hours and perform at least once every term 

in a variety of venues. The choir has grown from 6 

members in 2016 to having over 40 members currently 

attending. We are now able to perform more 

challenging and interesting repertoire and continue to 

raise standards and attract new members. We are 

looking forward to the performance opportunities we 

will have this year as Brent is the London Borough of 

Culture. 

 

Camden Youth Jazz Band was set up in 1997 to bring 

together young jazz musicians in a Big Band context. The 

musicians are drawn from secondary schools in the area 

and rehearse every 2 weeks on a Sunday afternoon. 

Camden is an extremely diverse borough in North 

London with a fantastic wealth of different cultural 

heritages. Many alumni have gone on to study jazz 

further and are now working in music. Camden Music 

Hub were delighted to win the Will Michael award for 

Jazz Education this year. 

 

Redbridge Music School Symphonic Band is the top 

wind band in Redbridge which has a played a central 

role in the music making of many pupils over the years. 

Former pupils have gone on to study at Music College 

and many others continue to play for enjoyment in their 

adult life after they have left the Music Service. Besides 

performing at the Royal Albert Hall, Redbridge Music 

Service ensembles and choirs have represented the 

borough at a national level including performing at the 

Mayor of London’s Christmas Carol Service, Rotary 

Youth Makes Music at the Royal Festival Hall and for the 

Duke of Edinburgh Awards at Buckingham Palace and 

Windsor Castle. Its reputation as a music tuition 

provider is nationally recognised with an alumni of 

musicians who have gone into the music profession as 

performers and teachers. 

 

 

This concert has been designed and developed in partnership with the Royal Albert Hall. 
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The Primary Prom participation piece will be taught on the day by the presenter, so there is no need for teachers to 

prepare anything in advance. However, if you want to make some music with your class after the concert, here are 

some of the ideas we will be working with. 

 

Latin music 

 

There are four pieces of music in today’s concert from Latin America:  La Muerta de Angel, El Cumbanchero, Ran Kan 

Kan and Conga del Fuego. 

 

Latin America is a name given to a large part of the American continents where Spanish, Portuguese (and French) are 

spoken. The region includes most of South America, the southern countries of North America and parts of the 

Caribbean. 

 

The music from this vast region is wide ranging and many of the different styles are very familiar to us: Samba 

(Brazil), Tango (Argentina) and Salsa (many countries including Columbia).  

 

We are going to create our own piece of Latin fusion! 

 

Dance 

 

One of the great things about Latin music is that it is written to dance to. You may have heard of many of these 

dances forms from programmes like Strictly Come Dancing: Cha-cha-chà; paso doble. To start with, have a listen to a 

brilliant piece like Ran Kan Kan and get the class up dancing – music and dance are joined at the hip in Latin musical 

culture! 

 

Let’s learn a rhythm 

 

One of the most important rhythms in Latin music is the Clavé (pronounced clar – vey and not claive – don’t confuse 

it with the little musical instrument). It forms the basis for much Latin music. The basic version goes like this: 

 

 
 

Ask the class to learn this – both as a chant and as a rhythm to clap or play. This is called the 3 + 2 clavé.  

 

There is also the reverse – the 2 + 3: 
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Ask the class to learn this as well – you might have to practice getting everyone confident about starting AFTER the 

little quaver rest. Then, ask them to chant the first one (the 3 + 2) FOUR times and immediately follow with FOUR 

version of the second one (the 2 + 3). Once they have got this (being really careful about the change from one to the 

other) you could set them up in a musical canon. One half starts and the second half starts at the precise moment 

the first half change: 

 

 
 

Call and response 

 

For those people who have done Samba, you will know that the call and response idea is really important. For this 

exercise, one student (or several students taking turns) will lead a short rhythmic phrase and the class with play it 

back. BUT we are going to take our inspiration from the song Ran Kan Kan and enjoy the phonetic sounds of the 

drum. The words Ran Kan Kan are a phonetic imitation of the sound of the timbales – the tight, bright drums that 

are played on the song. Let us use the same words and you could ask the class to invent more. Here are mine as an 

example: 

 

Drum  ran kan kan 

Shaker  sh-sh-sh 

Wooblock tuh-tuh-tuh 

 

 
 

You can create a little piece using the clavé as one section and then the call and response as another – be as 

imaginative as you like with the onomatopoeic sounds! 

 

Adding some pitch and making a song 

 

If you have any pitched instruments in your class, they could start by playing a simple repeated pattern in any octave 

(I include the clavé rhythm as a guide):  
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Now create some lyrics using the names of dance forms or types of Latin music. Try and mix up words with different 

amounts of syllables in. Here is my attempt: 

 

Mambo! Cha-cha-chá! Rumba! Bossa-nova! 

 

Can you get the class to make this into a funky rhythm? 

 

 
 

Then, using the simple set of pitches (C, D, E, G, A), choose one pitch for each word. I chose G, A, E, D so my tune 

looks like this: 

 

 
 

(TIP – you might notice that I changed the very last note to a C so that the tune sounds ‘closed’ or ‘finished’ – you 

can do this too) 

 

So now you can create a piece using your ingredients: 

 

• Clavé 

• Call and response 

• Repeated pattern 

• Song 

Have fun with it and maybe even add a dance! 

© Patrick Bailey 2019 
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There is one ensemble in this Primary Prom that 

showcases brass players – Redbridge Music School 

Symphonic Band. Here is some information and some 

brass-related activities for the class.  

 

Brass instruments are traditionally made of brass 

metal. Essentially, all brass instruments are long metal 

pipes, curled and twisted to make them easier to hold. 

You produce the sound by combining blowing with 

vibrating your lips to make a ‘buzz’.  The instrument 

(tubes, bell etc.) then fine-tunes and amplifies that 

sound.   

Most modern brass instruments use valves to change 

the notes.  These are sprung buttons that you push  

 

down and raise, instantly shortening or lengthening 

the pipe, in order to raise and lower the pitch.  The 

trombone is the only instrument where you change 

the pitch by sliding a loop of tube.  You might see a 

trombone player using a water spray in the concert.  

This is to make it possible to move the slide in and out 

smoothly.   

 

The saxophone is a very different instrument as you 

produce the sound by blowing against a bamboo reed.  

Although the saxophone is brass in colour and is often 

played in bands alongside brass instruments, it isn’t in 

the ‘brass instrument family’ and actually it requires a 

very different sort of technique to play.   
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You will find brass players in many types of music 

(orchestral, folk, jazz, pop etc.) but you will also hear 

bands that are entirely brass or, at least 

predominantly brass. Brass ensembles have a very 

distinctive, rich sound and are well known for their 

sonorous harmonies. They can have a lot of power 

and play very loud, but they can also sound very 

mellow and gentle.  

  

Here are some ensemble types:  

  

Brass Band  

This is a large group of brass players (trumpets, cornets, 

trombones, bass trombones, tenor horns, euphoniums, 

tubas) often with percussion too. A Colliery Band is a 

brass band originally formed within coal mining 

communities. This is a longstanding tradition in Britain 

particularly.  

  

Big Band     

A type of swing/jazz band originally from the USA 

predominantly made up of brass players but with some 

woodwind and percussion too (flute, sax, clarinet, etc.).  

   

Wind Band, Concert Band and Marching Band   

These are frequently brass-heavy bands that would also 

include woodwind instruments (flute, clarinet, etc.) 

and percussion. Their origins are generally from the 

military, and the instruments might be played whilst 

marching.   

   

Brass Quartet, Brass Quintet  

Four or five players (of different brass instruments), 

that play interesting arrangements, or compositions in 

harmony.     

 

 

Research the French horn, trumpet, trombone and 

tuba. There is plenty of information on the internet 

about the history, the sound, and how to play them. 

The ESP software package ‘The Dums’ would be great 

for this.  More information about ‘The Dums’ here  

(please note that there is cost for this resource).   

   

Try producing the ‘buzz’ needed to make your first note 

on a brass instrument.  There is lots of advice here.   

  

Watch trumpeter Wynton Marsalis playing an 

extraordinary jazz improvisation.  See how his trumpet 

has a personalized design.  He has also placed a ‘mute’ 

into the bell of the trumpet to make the sound more 

muffled.   

  

Watch horn player Martin Lawrence (from the 

Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment) make a horn 

out of a hose pipe and funnel, and then play some 

amazing music on it.  Maybe you could try this yourself!  

  

  

 

A clip of the award-winning Grimethorpe Colliery Band. 

The story of this mining band is told in the feature film 

“Brassed Off”    

 

The Gomalan Brass Quintet playing Ennio Morricone  

(‘The Good the Bad and the Ugly’)   

  

A recording of Giovanni Gabrielli’s ‘Canzon à 12 in 

Double Echo’.  This shows how fantastic brass 

instruments can sound when used to play antiphonal 

(echoing) music.  There’s a clip here but a CD 

recording would give a better idea of what direction 

the sound is coming from.  

    

Musicians playing enormous Alphorns on a mountain 

in Switzerland. Alphorns are not made of brass but 

have the same sort of ‘mouthpiece’ and the method 

for creating a note is the same.   

 

 

http://www.espmusic.co.uk/?page_id=55
http://www.espmusic.co.uk/?page_id=55
http://www.espmusic.co.uk/thedums_screen4.htm
http://www.espmusic.co.uk/thedums_screen4.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9k4yKcdvpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9k4yKcdvpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9k4yKcdvpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9k4yKcdvpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OtZrIjQuwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpP8uVR0JX4
https://youtu.be/q7ZijtTBojA
https://youtu.be/q7ZijtTBojA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzAXxAIOB1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzAXxAIOB1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg9sEe8u0Lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg9sEe8u0Lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg9sEe8u0Lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg9sEe8u0Lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ro2pC9pD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ro2pC9pD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ro2pC9pD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0Ro2pC9pD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-_vJvAGlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-_vJvAGlk
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The Primary Prom features Brent Music Service 

Intermediate Choir South. Here is some information 

and some activities to prepare for the concert 

experience. A choir is a group of singers who perform 

together. There are church choirs, gospel choirs, 

community choirs, school choirs – all manner of 

people involved in the activity of singing with others. 

A choir that sings without any accompanying 

instruments is often referred to as an acapella choir.  

The choir usually plays an important part in an opera 

or in a musical, although in that case it would be 

called the ‘chorus’.   

  

Men, women and children have different ranges of 

voices, so it is quite common to see choirs divided by 

gender and by age. A ‘mixed choir’ means both men 

and women. Other choirs might be referred to as  

‘male voice choir’, ‘women’s choir’ or ‘children’s choir’   

  

The large numbers of voices within a choir makes it 

possible to sing in ‘harmony’, and this is a big feature 

of the choral (or choir-like) sound. One convention is 

to split the choir into ‘parts’ so that each singer 

becomes part of a sub-section of the choir. You might 

hear someone say, for example, “I sing Alto”, or, “I’m 

a Bass”.  The highest voice group in a mixed choir is 

Soprano. The two middle voices are Alto and Tenor, 

and the lowest is Bass. It is likely that most of the 

sopranos and altos will be women and that the tenors 

and bass will be men, but this is not always the case.   

  

Choirs exist all around the world. It would be 

surprising to hear of a culture (past or present) 

without a group-singing tradition of some sort. 

Different choirs have different sounds, and even two 

choirs singing the same music might sound totally 

different.    

 

 

It’s possible that there are children in the class who 

sing in a choir: maybe they sing in the school choir. 

 

Perhaps the children could share some of their 

thoughts with the class. “What does it feel like?” 

“What is the biggest challenge?”  

 

Watch an entertaining documentary clip about being a 

member of the Royal Opera House choir.   

 

Sing a song! Turn the class into a choir.  Find a willing 

conductor. There is a wealth of songs available on the 

interactive resource ‘SingUp’. Many schools have 

signed up for this resource. Alternatively, you could 

use a song that the class is already familiar with. If you 

choose a ‘round’ (e.g. ‘Hey Mr. Miller,’ ‘London’s 

Burning’) you will find it possible to launch the class 

into harmony with relative ease. QCA Unit 17 

‘Roundabout’ includes some good ideas for 

introducing rounds. 

 

Research some famous choirs, past and present: ‘The 

Foundling Choir’, ‘Vienna Boys Choir’, ‘Harlem Gospel 

Choir’, the ‘Virtual Choir’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT7QK0Kfp6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT7QK0Kfp6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT7QK0Kfp6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT7QK0Kfp6A
https://www.singup.org/
https://www.singup.org/
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Ten thousand men from many male-voice choirs singing the Welsh hymn ‘Gwahoddiad’ (I hear thy welcome voice) at 

the Cardiff Arms Stadium in 1993.   

  

Le Mystere Des Voix Bulgares – a women’s choral singing group in Bulgaria.  Listen to the distinctive tone of the 

voices, the percussive ‘yip’ sound and the drone! This means singing on one note.   

  

Ladysmith Black Manbazu - this is a famous male choir from Ladysmith, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.  This has its 

roots in church singing (Methodist) combined with Isicathamiya, and Mbube (two traditional Zulu singing styles).  

Isicathamiya means ‘tread softly’ and Mbube means ‘like a lion’.  Listen out for the ‘call and response’, and the 

famous Zulu ‘clicking’ sound. 

 

Vocalize – young people from the dynamic singing group ‘Vocalize’ (Sedgehill School, London) performing in the 

Music for Youth Primary Prom at the Royal Albert Hall in 2013.   

 

  

 

The BBC Sing! Project. www.bbc.co.uk/sing  In this BBC singing site there are some useful tips on how to set up and 

run a choir – including warm up activities and singing technique.  

 

Sing Up www.singup.org is useful, not only for its song bank (recordings, lyrics, notation), but for its advice on 

looking after the voice, running a singing lesson or choir rehearsal and for training opportunities.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5mqR-ehY9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5mqR-ehY9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5mqR-ehY9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5mqR-ehY9s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiB6vT5HT3U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiB6vT5HT3U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiB6vT5HT3U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiB6vT5HT3U
https://www.youtube.com/user/VocalizeSedgehill
https://www.youtube.com/user/VocalizeSedgehill
https://www.youtube.com/user/VocalizeSedgehill
https://www.youtube.com/user/VocalizeSedgehill
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sing
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sing
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sing
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sing
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
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This is a section of short, fun activities related to the 

Primary Prom experience. They're designed to raise 

interest and enthusiasm, and to strengthen children's 

memory of the day. There is a clear learning objective 

to each game. Within the pack there are practical 

activities suited for children of different ages.    

  

Try these activities in the classroom - or even on the 

way home!  

  

 

 

This would be a good activity to try after the concert 

event. Assign a ‘character’ to the children (or pairs of 

children) i.e. conductor, presenter, stagehand, lighting 

technician, cellist, bass player, lead violin in orchestra, 

sound engineer, choir member, percussion player, solo 

singer, etc.  

  

Ask the class to find out who they are by asking 

questions to which the answer can only be “Yes” or 

“No”.  See if they get there within ten.  

  

Question examples: Were you singing? Were you 

wearing black? Did you play your instrument with a 

bow? Were you holding a microphone?  

  

 

 

In groups, get the class to practice a quick instrument 

mime. Tell them to choose one instrument each, but 

mime playing as a group. Maybe they could think 

about what instruments would sound interesting 

together. Take turns to do a quick group performance. 

They will need to make their actions very clear. 

Encourage the children to respond a little to each 

other’s playing – at least, starting and stopping at the 

same time so that it has the feel of a ‘performance’.   

 

Ask the rest of the class to say what each instrument 

was. This can be quite challenging when there is a lot 

of players to watch! For younger children, play the 

game one person at a time.  

 

 

 

The class may already know how to indicate the beats 

in the bar, and how to help keep musicians in the right 

place with gestures. If not, have a go together!  

  

To beat music with a two-beat feel: Using your right 

hand, start with your hand raised just level to your 

forehead. Lower it swiftly to a point roughly in front of 

your stomach.  Let it bounce there and bring it up and 

slightly to the right – as if you’re drawing a backwards 

tick mark.  For the second beat, do the same thing in 

reverse – starting to the right of your stomach and 

returning to the space in front of your forehead. 

Count aloud while you do it and repeat until it feels 

natural.  

  

To beat music with a three-beat feel: This needs the 

same bounce feel as before but with an extra 

movement. The first stroke goes down, the second 

goes away from your body and to the right, and the 

third goes back up to where it started. It has a 

triangular movement. All conductors look different 

when they do this, so it doesn’t matter if you have 

your own personal style. The important thing is that 

the musicians, who are following you, are very sure 

exactly when the beat comes.  

  

To beat music with a four-beat feel: Like before, this 

adds an extra move. Down, across your body to the 

left, back out to the right, then up to the starting 

point. If you’d like a bit more help, there’s plenty of 

online resources for beginner conductors.  

  

Get your class conducting and singing some simple 

songs. Try:  

‘One, two, three, four five – once I caught a fish alive’  

(2 beats)  

‘We Wish You a Merry Christmas’  

(3 beats, start conducting on the ‘wish’)  

‘Frere Jacques’ (4 beats)   

 

When your class conductor feels confident, get them 

to experiment with the speed. 
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Of course, conducting is much more than just marking the beats. For much of the time conductors are more involved 

in bringing out expression from the players. Try putting some orchestral music through your classroom sound system 

and letting the children be imaginary conductors. They will, of course, be responding to the music rather than 

leading it. With more playing’s of the piece you will find that their interpretation gets more fine-tuned. Eventually 

they might start to take a lead.  

  

For the sheer joy of it (and to marvel at his expertise) watch Jonathan, aged 3, ‘conducting’ the last movement of 

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.     

  

 

 

In the Prom, your class will have heard performers singing in harmony. Your class may already be familiar with 

singing ‘in parts’ themselves. Most children have had some experience of singing a ‘round’, which might take them 

automatically into three or more harmony parts. This activity would be a different sort of challenge…  

  

Choose a simple song: the simpler, the better. It’s best if it is a tune that starts and ends on the same note. ‘Ten 

Green Bottles’, ‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star’, ‘Frere Jacques’ or ‘Pease Pudding Hot’ would be ideal.    

  

First sing the song as usual; making sure that it is in tune and with a good clear sound. Then try it again, but this time 

singing it all on the same pitch as the starting note. So, instead of a tune it becomes a sung drone. Make sure that 

the class is singing, not speaking. This is harder than you might imagine.  

  

When the class is confident with both parts, divide the class and do the two activities at the same time. Done well, 

this will sound discordant but extraordinary.    

  

Listen to the ‘Le Mystere Des Voix Bulgares’ clip from ‘Focus on…Choirs’ to hear how exciting a harmonic drone can 

sound.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0REJ-lCGiKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0REJ-lCGiKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0REJ-lCGiKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0REJ-lCGiKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js2Ga92Ta14
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Promenade concerts (‘proms’ for short) were very 

popular in Victorian times. They were outdoor 

concerts, originally held in one of the London parks or 

‘pleasure gardens’. They were popular with all sorts of 

people as they were free and also rather informal.  

You would be able to walk around (promenade) or 

have a picnic whilst you listened to an orchestra 

playing popular music of the day.     

  

In 1887 the ‘impresario’ Robert Newman and the 

conductor Henry Wood hatched a plan to make an 

indoor concert series that had the same sort of 

popular appeal as the outdoor ‘Prom’. Particularly, 

they wanted to give opportunities for everyone 

(factory workers, tradesmen, people in service) to 

hear performances that were of very good quality. 

They wanted to present the ‘best’ music (often new 

music) performed by the ‘best’ musicians (often new, 

young stars) to the biggest audience! Although the 

experience wasn’t free, tickets were kept cheap by 

creating standing spaces, or spaces to sit on the floor. 

Like with many Victorian reformers, Newman and 

Wood were keen to educate people. The concerts 

were sometimes long and challenging, but still with a 

relaxed atmosphere and the opportunity to eat, drink 

and smoke!  

  

These Prom concerts took place in a number of venues 

before moving finally to the Royal Albert Hall in South 

Kensington. They were, and are still, enormously 

popular. Perhaps members of the class have seen 

some of the concerts on television throughout the 

summer months, or possibly attended one of them.   

  

In the 1950s, the organisation of the Proms was taken 

over by the BBC, and since then, each concert has 

been broadcasted live on BBC radio. There have been 

some changes over the years, but the spirit remains 

the same – an experience of quality at a (relatively) 

low cost.  

  

 

 

Taking place in four locations across the UK, these 

exciting free concerts are performed by young people 

for young people. They aim to inspire the next 

generation of musicians by providing around 20,000 

primary school children an experience of live music in 

a high-profile concert hall, performed by other young 

people from their locality. The concerts are supported 

by teacher resources.  

 

 

The Royal Albert Hall is an amazing place! It is one of 

the largest concert halls in the world, and with many 

interesting and unusual features. It was built in 

memory of Prince Albert (Queen Victoria’s husband), 

and was officially opened in 1871 by Prince Edward, 

Queen Victoria’s son. Prince Albert was very 

enthusiastic about music, science and the arts 

generally, and the Royal Albert Hall was thought to be 

a fitting commemoration for his life.    

  

The first thing that you will notice is that it is huge, 

and that it is round and with a large domed roof.  

When you get inside you will see that all of the 

corridors are curved. The building is very tall and there 

are many layers of corridors. Take care. It is very easy 

to get lost and walk around in circles!
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The mosaic frieze This runs all the way around the 

outside of the building. There are sixteen different 

subjects on the frieze, all connected to the Arts and 

Sciences (painting, woodwork, music, sculpture, 

astronomy, philosophy etc.). Above the frieze is an 

inscription dedicating the Hall to the advancement of 

the arts and sciences in memory of Prince Albert. The 

date of opening is written in Latin numerals 

MDCCCLXX1.  Does anyone in the class know how to 

work this out?  

 

The corridor photographs All along the corridors are 

framed photos and drawings of famous people who 

have performed at the Royal Albert Hall. These include 

many musicians (singers, instrumentalists, conductors, 

bands) and also wrestlers, boxers, tennis players, 

comedians and ballet dancers. Because of its size, the 

Royal Albert Hall has been used for many different 

kinds of events.    

 

The old gas lighting jets Although the building now 

has electric lights you can still see some of the old 

gaslight fixtures. When it was built, the Hall was 

completely lit by gas and there was a specially 

invented system whereby the whole hall, with 

thousands of gas lamps, could be lit up within ten 

seconds.   

 

Rooms, stairs and corridors There are many rooms, 

stairs and corridors that are not usually open to the 

public. These are rooms for the artists (green rooms),  

walkways to get the performers quickly to a different 

area of the stage (possibly the highest balcony), stage 

machinery rooms, staff canteens, boiler rooms, 

laundry rooms…the list is endless. Maybe you can spot 

some of these.  

  

Auditorium Before the concert starts you will be taken 

into the auditorium and given a seat. This is where the 

concert takes place. Have a good look around. The size 

and design is very impressive. The Royal Albert Hall 

can hold over 5,000 people. Some of you  

 

 

might have friends from other schools in the audience 

but you would probably need binoculars to find them! 

There are seats all around the hall, including behind 

the main performing area. Right at the top there is a 

‘balcony’, and there are individual ‘boxes’ all the way 

round on the middle levels. Some of the box seats 

were sold before the Royal Albert Hall opened and are 

still privately owned. They are on a 999-year lease.   

  

The organ and organ pipes Right at the front of the 

auditorium there is the ‘Great Organ’ and its organ 

pipes. This is the second largest pipe organ in Britain, 

with 9,999 pipes! You could try counting them but 

some of them are hidden. The lowest sound (from the 

largest pipe) is so low that you would only hear it as a 

rather disturbing rumble.   

  

The glass roof and the ‘mushrooms’ The roof of the 

Royal Albert Hall is one of the biggest domes ever to 

be made out of glass. It is quite hard to see it from the 

inside because of all the technical equipment attached 

to it. Particularly, there is now a series of large 

fiberglass ‘mushrooms’ bolted to the roof frame. The 

‘mushrooms’ help to make the sound less 

reverberant. I wonder if you can count how many 

there are?  

  

There will be a lot happening before the concert 

starts. Many people will have been at the venue a long 

time before you get there, working hard to make the 

event run smoothly. The musicians will have been 

doing ‘soundchecks’ and will have been practicing 

getting on and off stage. It’s likely that they will do a 

little extra rehearsing – particularly if several different 

groups are getting together for an item.   

  

There will be teams of people sorting lighting, sound 

and stage equipment.  Everything needs to be pre-

planned – the number of chairs, music stands, making 

the electrical cables safe, setting the sound levels, 

setting the lighting so that it falls on the performers 

without dazzling them…this can all be fascinating to 

watch if you get to your seat in good time.    
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The performers are all young people. Most are school 

children alongside some student performers. They will 

be performing as part of a group – maybe in a band, a 

choir, an orchestra or a mixed ‘ensemble’ of some 

sort. Each Prom concert showcases different young 

performers and no two concerts are the same.   

  

The performers are frequently groups that are quite 

local to the area. Some of them may be familiar to you 

already.  Maybe there are some keen musicians in the 

class that could consider joining up in the future! The 

‘Prom’ will have a presenter who will introduce the 

groups and their items. 

 

 

The tradition of the ‘Prom’ is to introduce a wide 

variety of music. It is likely that members of the class 

will know some of the tunes or songs in the concert  

but there will be a lot that is new. See page 5 for the 

programme.  

 

Music comes in to existence in different ways. To help 

the class understand each piece a little more it would 

be good to run through some of the terminology that 

is frequently used.  

 

 

‘Music composed by…’    

Some music has been made up and written down by a 

‘composer’. Because it has been written down it 

becomes more fixed and it is then possible to give it to 

other musicians to play. Many creative musicians now 

use recording technology to both compose and 

preserve their ideas. Perhaps the class could make a 

list of ‘composers’ (past and present) that they know 

of.  

 

‘Music arranged by…’   

This means that someone has taken a piece of music  

(either someone else’s, or perhaps a folk song) and 

made up their own version of it – possibly for a 

completely different group of musicians. For example,  

 

you might have “Happy” (Pharrell Williams) arranged, 

or arr. for Brass Band by J Bloggs.  The class might 

have come across other forms of arrangement. 

Consider the musical terms ‘cover’ and ‘mash-up’.  

  

‘A devised piece’  

This is when a piece of music is made up (in part, at 

least) by the people who are performing it. Some 

music evolves out of rehearsing and contributing ideas 

jointly. Sometimes, a composer will work with a set of 

performers to get their ideas and will then mould the 

ideas into a more structured piece of music.  

  

‘Trad.’    

This is short for ‘traditional music’. It means that it is 

the music that we associate with a particular place 

(and history).  We don’t know who composed it – it 

evolved over time and within communities of people.     

  

‘The folk process’…   

This means that the music (a song, for example) was 

made up by someone in the past but has been 

changing constantly with each new generation of 

people singing it. They have learnt it ‘by ear’ and given 

it their own interpretation.  Imagine a singing game of 

‘Chinese whispers’…  

  

An ‘improvised’ piece, or a piece with ‘improvisation’ 

‘Improvisation’ means to make it up as you go along.  

In practice, what this really means is that you use the 

vast ‘library’ of ideas that you have in your head (and 

have practiced thoroughly) but in a way that is unique 

in this new performing situation. Some musicians use 

a lot of improvisation. Jazz players, for example, 

frequently take it in turns to play solos that are likely 

to be ‘improvised’. They might suddenly stand up, or 

there may be a ‘spot-light’ on them so that you can 

see clearly whose turn it is.  

  

‘Chance music’  

Imagine a piece of music (or sections of a piece) where 

the instructions for how to play it are constantly 

changing. With ‘chance music’ you might roll a dice to 

choose how to start, or end, or what emotion it might 
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have, or which of the performers will be performing, 

and in what combination. You might have a piece of 

music in which the performers themselves decide 

spontaneously how the music will continue. This leads 

to fantastically exciting performances – particularly 

with experienced musicians with a passion for 

inventiveness.      

  

‘Music commissioned by…’    

This means that someone has requested for 

something to be composed. Generally, the 

‘commissioner’ will encourage the composer and pay 

him/her for their time and ideas.  They would set a 

deadline for the finished work and give it an 

opportunity to be performed.   Charities that take an 

interest in keeping music alive and exciting, and 

helping young people to succeed with their work, 

commission a lot of new music. 

 

 

There’s something to be said for just relaxing and 

letting the music make its impact!  

  

 

 

Beginnings, endings and the shape within  

What’s the first thing that you hear out of the silence 

at the beginning? How did it make you feel? How does 

it build up? Any sudden surprises? Did anything make 

you jump, fill you with dread, make you feel sad? Are 

parts of the music repeated? What’s the final sound? 

What’s the feeling you’re left with? What did you 

enjoy?  

  

Words of songs    

Can you hear the words and understand their 

message? How does the music help to convey the 

message? Are they singing in unison (all the same 

thing) or in harmony? Are there any solo parts? What 

is the impact of the change from one section to other?  

 

Instruments    

You will see and hear many different instruments in 

the concert. Which ones do you recognise? Listen not 

only to the variety of instruments but to the variety of 

sounds that each instrument makes. All instruments 

can play both loudly and quietly. Listen out for gentle 

and simple moments, and for the moments of 

virtuosity and technical wizardry. Try shutting your 

eyes! Does that make it sound different? 

 

 

Conductors  

Some music will be held together and directed by a 

‘conductor’. The conductor stands in front of the 

musicians and uses hand/arm gestures to give musical 

instructions (when to start and stop, what speed to 

go, how loud or quiet to play/sing), as well as 

encouraging expression and giving the musicians 

confidence.    

  

Performers    

It’s always interesting to watch the performers play 

their instruments and to see the variety of techniques 

that they use to make the different sounds. If you 

watch very carefully you might even see them 

counting the rests before they start to play!  

  

Playing from memory?    

Are the musicians playing from written music? There 

may be visible music stands. If they are playing 

without music notation, would they have learnt it that 

way?  

  

It is true that some types of music rely on the 

musicians being quick at reading notes. Some pieces 

are so long and complicated that it would be difficult 

to learn it all without having something written down.  

Some music requires the musicians to use different 

skills – or just to have an excellent memory!  
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‘Acoustic’ or ‘Electric’?  

If an instrument needs electricity for you to hear the 

sound it is called an ‘electric’ instrument. Otherwise, it 

is called ‘acoustic’. A violin is an acoustic instrument, 

but a bass guitar is electric. In a large hall acoustic 

instruments often have microphones attached to 

them (called ‘pick-ups’) or microphones on stands in 

front of them. There are also ‘ambient microphones’ 

at the front of the stage that pick-up sound in a 

general way and spread it around the hall through the 

PA system. Watch out for which instruments/voices 

need individual microphones. Is it related to the size 

of the group performing?  

  

Location  

Where are the performers positioned? Sometimes 

they are set apart from each other to make it more 

exciting – particularly if the music has echoing 

passages in it, or if there’s an element of 

drama/storyline in the performance.Do the players 

move around as part of the performance?  How do 

they get to and from their performing position?    

  

Technical crew  

All large concert venues need teams of sound 

engineers, lighting technicians and stagehands. These 

jobs are highly skilled, and a performance can be 

ruined if the technical teams get it wrong. Watch out 

for what needs to happen in between pieces of music. 

The stage crew will be busy moving chairs, music 

stands, instruments (some very large), and helping the 

performers exit and enter. The lighting team will be 

controlling the lights for the audience (house lights) 

and for the stage. Each performing group will have 

different lighting requirements. The sound team will 

be making sure that the microphones are in the right 

place, balancing the levels and making sure that there 

is no unwanted echo or ‘feedback’ for the audience.  

There may also be recording and broadcasting 

engineers if the concert is going out to a wider 

audience.  
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www.mfy.org.uk  

Music for Youth is a national music education charity providing free access to performance and audience 

opportunities for young musicians across the UK through our annual season of festivals and concerts. Please contact 

us if you would like to become more involved or more information can be found in the resource pack on page 3.  

 

www.royalalberthall.com/about-the-hall/education 

The Royal Albert Hall delivers innovative education programmes and outreach projects for thousands of children 

and adults each year. Whether it is providing a child with their very first opportunity to pick up an instrument or 

improving the quality of life in a care home through the power of music, the Hall’s work has a positive and lasting 

effect on everyone involved.  

  

www.triboroughmusichub.org  

The Music Education Hub for the Tri-Borough London group.  If you are looking for a particular music activity for 

children within Westminster, Hammersmith and Fulham, or Kensington and Chelsea Boroughs, they will be able to 

help you here.  

  

www.musicmark.org.uk/members  

Useful information, including lists (and web addresses) of Music Hubs throughout Britain (including the London 

Boroughs).  

  

www.bbc.co.uk/proms    

The website for the BBC Promenade Concerts. There is lots of interesting, historical information here.  

 

www.efdss.org 

 Website of Cecil Sharp House, the home of the English Folk Song and Dance Society. They also have information 

and links to folk and traditional music from other countries. They run lots of school-based and holiday activities for 

children.  

 

www.singup.org  

Sing-up! Sing-up provides an extensive on-line song bank (notated music, backing tracks, suggestions for  

teaching) for use in the classroom.  It is primarily a resource for KS1/2 but is now extending its resources for use in 

KS3. Additionally, Sing-up provides a National network of training sessions and workshops  

for teachers. There is some useful information about choirs and choir singing.     

  

www.musicroom.com  

Musicroom. An online mail order site for music books and sheet music  

  

www.tes.co.uk   

TES. A digital teacher community online – news, classroom resources, interesting articles, lesson plans, jobs etc.  

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.mfy.org.uk/
http://www.royalalberthall.com/about-the-hall/education/
http://www.royalalberthall.com/about-the-hall/education/
http://www.triboroughmusichub.org/
http://www.triboroughmusichub.org/
http://www.triboroughmusichub.org/
http://www.triboroughmusichub.org/
https://www.musicmark.org.uk/members/
https://www.musicmark.org.uk/members/
http://www.musicmark.org.uk/about-our-members/music-services-directory
http://www.musicmark.org.uk/about-our-members/music-services-directory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/proms
http://www.bbc.co.uk/proms
http://www.bbc.co.uk/proms
http://www.bbc.co.uk/proms
http://www.efdss.org/
http://www.efdss.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.singup.org/
http://www.musicroom.com/
http://www.musicroom.com/
http://www.musicroom.com/
http://www.musicroom.com/
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Trinity College London and Arts Award are thrilled to have joined forces with Music for Youth to show you how your 

pupils can achieve an Arts Award Discover through your attendance and participation at the Music for Youth Primary 

Prom today.  

 

Arts Award is a suite of portfolio-based qualifications designed to support young people aged up to 25 to develop as 

artists and arts leaders. Arts Award Discover is an introductory award that encourages young people to explore the 

arts around them and to take part in arts activities. Arts Award is managed by Trinity College London in association 

with Arts Council England working with 10 regional Bridge organisations. Offering Arts Award can contribute to a 

school receiving Artsmark status (a quality mark for cultural provision awarded by Arts Council England).  

Open to all young people in all art forms, Arts Award links well to whole class ensemble teaching and first access, 

graded music exams, or other art forms on offer in your school. Young people record their arts journey in a log book 

or portfolio which is assessed by an Arts Award adviser (in schools this is usually a teacher).  

 

At the Primary Prom, your pupils will have been introduced to a range of musical genres, instruments and styles. 

They will have heard music from different composers and seen it performed by a range of musicians. They will also 

have taken part in practical listening and rhythm activities led by the compare. This can be used to start 

conversations about what they liked, their favourite part and what they thought about the music and their 

participation. All of this can become evidence for their Arts Award Discover. 

Part A: discover Young people participate in at least one arts activity and identify a range of art forms. This can all be 

within music – can they identify two or more types of music? Did they take part in a clapping and beat exercise, or a 

vocal exercise as part of the Prom? We have included more ideas for activities to build on the Prom in our 

downloadable resource pack. 

Part B: find out Young people find out about an artist and their work. Can they find out about a composer or 

musician from the Prom? What can they remember about the introduction to the piece? What else can they find out 

back in school? 

Part C: share Young people share what they learnt and enjoyed about the Prom, and Parts A and B with someone 

else. This can be with a partner in class, or why not create a display for the classroom or present in an assembly? 

This can also be a great way to develop home-school links by inviting in parents/carers to see what their children 

experienced.  

 

We have put together a resource pack including a comprehensive lesson plan and free Discover log book templates 

to help you run Arts Award back in the classroom. Visit artsaward.org.uk/mfyprimaryprom to download these free 

resources and get started! You can also use the free A3 map on the day of the Prom if you prefer. Just print and go! 
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To deliver Arts Award with your class, you need to train as an Arts Award adviser. With courses running nationwide 

and throughout the year, there is bound to be one running near you soon. Visit artsaward.org.uk/training for more 

information and artsaward.org.uk/gettingstarted for more support and guidance  

Once trained, your school can offer Arts Award to all pupils, via Music for Youth’s Primary Prom, through your usual 

whole class music teaching or through any other art form you wish.  

For more information, support and guidance visit artsaward.org.uk/mfyprimaryprom or email 

annabel.thomas@trinitycollege.co.uk  

 

We hope you enjoy the Primary Prom and continue to make music in your school. We love to see all creative work 

taking place in school, so why not share with us on twitter @ArtsAward or on Facebook? 
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3rd Floor, South Wing 

Somerset House 
Strand 
London 
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